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Below: The test rifle was fitted with
a PAO 3-9x40 scope, mounts
and a moderator as optional extras

For those that prefer to fit a scope,
there’s a substantial length of
dovetail rail on the upper receiver
Day-glo
rear-sight
elements
show up
well if you
intend to
use the
open sights

was no screw cutting to the
barrel muzzle. This increased
the overall rifle length to 47
inches. The moderator also
acts as a handy cocking aid.
The barrel is used to cock
the action in the conventional
way, and internally a lever
pushes the piston back,
compressing the spring. I
have to say this is where the
nice surprise was, cocking
the SMK was very easy and
smooth, no drag at all, and the
trigger locked the piston back
with a good audible click.
When you pull the trigger
the firing cycle is remarkably
smooth with just a faint twang
from the spring as it expands.

Sporter stock
There are no surprises with the
fairly standard sporter styling
of the XS19-18 stock. The
slender forend is rounded and
comfortable to handle, while
twin securing screws attach it to
the receiver. The pistol grip is
well sculptured and fits the hand
well and the raised comb Monte
Carlo style helps with correct
hold when a scope is used.
However there is no chequering
to either the forend or pistol
grip area, I guess to save costs,
which is a shame. The overall
wood finish is in a matt lacquer.
There is a good solid black
rubber recoil pad to keep
the rifle in the shoulder and

finish off the stock. The wood
used on this model is beech,
and for a rifle of this price it
is more than good enough
and well suited for a hunting
arm. For those that would like
walnut with chequering, go
for the custom XS20 model.

Sights, Trigger
and Safety
I should imagine that well over
90% of purchasers will fit a
scope but nevertheless this rifle
comes with usable open sights
fitted. The fore sight is a simple
ramp affair but the rear sight
is fully adjustable for windage
and elevation. There are large
adjustment wheels with audible
clicks and the “u” shaped notch
of the rear sight blade is flanked
on either side with a Day-Glo
fibre optic for high visibility. This
is the difference between the
standard XS19 model and the
XS19-18 that we have on test.
A scope can be fitted to a
conventional dovetail cut into
the top of the receiver so the
PAO 3-9x40 scope and Sports
Match mounts fitted fine. The
scope mounts did not move a
morsel throughout the tests.
The trigger is a two stage
affair but this one was more
like a single stage on test. There
is quite a lot of creep but no
roughness before the sear breaks
and the pull weight was 5.5 lbs
-not wonderful but useable. The

The slender
forend covers
the strong
lock up in the
break barrel
action design

The stock has a matt
lacquered finish with a
comfortable cheek piece

The trigger has a
bit of creep but
is fine for a rifle
of this price; note the
safety lever at the front
of the trigger guard
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